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FRONT OFFICE INVESTMENT BANKING RECRUITMENT

With the first quarter of 2016 now 
behind us we have already noticed 
some strong trends for 2016 and 
changes in the front office investment 
banking recruitment market affected 
by global, European and domestic 
events. Transactional activity as well 
asdemand and supply for certain skill 
sets and background are also playing 
their part.

Combining our consultants’ insights 
with detailed information from our 
clients and candidates we have compiled 
a focused analysis and commentary on 
the current recruitment market in the 
specific sectors we cover in front office 
investment banking:

     Corporate Finance

     M&A

     Equity Capital Markets

     Fixed Income

     Private Equity

Included in this commentary are the 
results from our latest salary and 
bonus survey.

If you have any queries, would like 
further information or would like to 
find out more about mandates we 
are currently sourcing for please do 
get in contact:

Sarah Seager
Tel: 020 3440 7655
Email: sarah@alan-mitchell.co.uk

“Slow and steady growth in recruitment 
is the main feature of 2016 so far. 
Smaller firms taking the lead in 
building their teams and variety across 
sectors...”

Philip Seager, MD
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MARKET WIDE OBSERVATIONS

“The market is reflecting an air of caution on a 
Macro level which in turn is creating uncertainty 
in recruitment plans. With this uncertainty also 
prevalent on a global scale in terms of certain 
economies gradually slowing down, e.g. China 
and Canada, as well as other influences such as 
the ongoing US presidential elections medium 
term decision making is stalling dependent on 
outcomes.”

Brad Smith—Senior Researcher

2016 is well and truly underway with 
the bonus season behind us meaning 
that career moves and recruitment 
plans are making their way to the 
top of the priority list. Decisions have 
been slow to come but we have filled 
vacancies across the board so far 
this year predominantly at Analyst 3, 
Associate and VP level.

There is a marked differential between 
individual banks and how they are 
responding to current pressures 
in the market. Barclays is making 
redundancies as part of their general 
cost cutting and global cost saving 
strategy – for example they are selling 
off their African operations. In addition 
bigger institutions are continuing 
to go through extensive internal 
restructuring with no clear outcome as 
yet adding to the delay in recruitment 
plans being confirmed.

In general second tier banks and 
boutiques are growing their teams 
whilst the bulge brackets are shrinking. 
The big banks have an excess of 
Managing Directors and there is 
no clear career progression for the 
Directors coming through the ranks 
so they are making moves to smaller 
institutions where they can make 
more of an impact; or setting up their 
own businesses. Overall the market 
is growing at a very slow rate and 
this does not allow for the growth in 
number of MDs. At small institutions 
the MDs don’t have to compete 
internally they just compete with other 
banks. Our placement statistics for the 
first quarter of 2016 very much reflect 
this trend.

“European banks, for example 
BNP, have serious concerns over 
the UK potentially exiting the 
European Union and are moving 
their positions back to Paris and 
other European cities. This is 
causing an outflow of candidates 
into the market who are keen to 
stay in London as it is the financial 
centre of the western world!”

Philip Seager, MD

Investments
Banks

Boutiques

Private Equity

Brokerage

PLACEMENTS MADE

49%

24%
15%

12%



It is a very similar picture in terms of growing  
sectors – some are busy which is leading to building 
their transaction teams and some are very quiet.

Industrials 

FIG 

Consumer 

TMT 

Healthcare

Shrinking teams tend to be within the commodities 
related sectors with considerable pressure on the 
Natural Resources sector.

Market wide diversity is still key to all our clients. 
We are working specifically to source candidates 
from varied cultural backgrounds and to close the 
gender gap prevalent in most teams. Once again 
our hiring statistics very much reflect the trend of 
encouraging women into Investment Banking:



M&A

“Experienced M&A candidates are in high 
demand with a particularly high level of demand 
for Associates. An outstanding academic record, 
right back to A Levels, as well as proven execution 
skills and a solid track record in M&A are proving 
essential to impress our clients at the moment.”

Bina Channa, Consultant

The first quarter of 2016 is proving to 
be a challenging one with a number 
of issues affecting confidence and 
market volatility as out lined in the 
overall commentary. A number of M&A 
advisory firms have found things very 
difficult and have made redundancies 
and closed teams. However, bonuses 
have been generally good and 
experienced M&A professionals are in 
high demand.

At the senior end of the market  
Directors, MD’s and above are making 
moves to boutiques and new set ups 
hence creating future opportunities 
for analysts and associates.

The real volume of recruitment is 
typically at analyst and associate level. 
It is still very varied at VP and above 
level, dependent on sector, due to the 
ongoing effects of the GFC.

Across M&A most of the tier one 
investment banks have announced 
redundancies.

Candidates are equally cautious. One 
of their main concerns is the sector 
team they are moving to. Abigail 
Lauder, one of our Researchers who is 
talking to candidates in the market all 
the time, has noticed that TMT is very 
attractive to candidates.

Key Trends

Still a scarcity of candidates at 
Analyst 3 and Associate level 
but little compromise on hiring – 
waiting for the right person

Still high demand for NOMADS

Sectors building their teams – 
TMT, FIG, Infrastructure

Sectors not building their teams 
– natural resources – reflecting 
the weak commodities market

Continued focus on building 
diverse teams



“The future will see consistent 
minimal growth across M&A 
teams at all levels. Opportunities 
are there to be grabbed! Making 
a professional and credible 
impression at interview is 
absolutely key to moving up that 
career ladder.”

Douglas Stormonth Darling—
Consultant

“Oil and gas teams are 
slowly picking up in terms of 
transactional activity and this is 
potentially going to increase this 
year. This is mainly due to certain 
specialist boutiques closing down 
their desks which is promoting 
activity for other desks and an 
appetite from other firms to 
build desks.”

Salima Izagaren—Associate

Our recent salary and bonus survey 
has shown one particularly interesting 
and ongoing trend in that salary 
levels are increasing year on year with 
total compensation remaining the 
same – particularly within the bigger 
investment banks. We have noticed a 
20% increase in base salaries across 
all levels within the big banks with 
bonuses being more conservative.

Please find details of the results of our 
surveys for M&A on the following page 
as well as an illustration to show the 
increase in base salaries from last year.



M&A SALARY AND BONUS SURVEY RESULTS.

Level Salary (average) Bonus (average)

Analyst 1 £ 45k 50%

Analyst 2 £ 50k 60%

Analyst 3 £ 60k 70%

Associate 1 £ 80k 80%

Associate 2 £ 90k 90%

Associate 3 £ 100k 100%

AD/VP £ 110-150k 100-200%

Director £ 150-250k 100-200%

Managing Director £ 250-500k 100-200%



EQUITIES

Research and Sales – salary and bonus survey 

Level Salary (average) Bonus (average)

Analyst 1 £ 45k 30%

Analyst 2 £ 52k 40%

Analyst 3 £ 60k 45%

Associate 1 £ 65k 45%

Associate 2 £ 75k 55%

Associate 3 £ 85k 70%

AD/VP £ 85-120k 90%

Director £ 120-200k 100%

Managing Director £ 200-500k 150%

Recruitment is quiet across equities, 
very much as it was last year.

The markets are very cautious which 
of course directly impacts recruitment 
and secondary commissions are much 
lower than ever. It is becoming harder 
to sustain a profitable equity research 
function for most firms.

According to Tom this is a direct 
response to the changes in regulations 
on charging for research.

“The feeling is very much that equities is going to peak in the run up 
to the Euro referendum due to increased IPO activities but drop off 
quickly afterwards.”

Tom Dixon—Consultant



CORPORATE BROKING - ECM

“If you have experience within 
ECM having covered AIM and 
main listings then there will 
be an opportunity for you out 
there – experienced candidates 
are in high demand and the 
opportunities are interesting and 
varied with Banks and Corporate 
Broking Houses.”

Brad Smith—Researcher

Recruitment into Equity Capital 
Markets is very strong.

It is a candidate short market where 
opportunities are available at all levels.

Moving from qualifying as an ACA is a 
strong option as well as moving across 
from M&A to enjoy a more constant 
work environment with more of a work 
life balance.

Competition for NOMADS and other 
qualified advisors is very strong.

We feel recruitment will be subdued 
until the outcome of the referendum 
has been decided. This will prompt 
decisions to be made on IPO work. It 
will be very interesting to see what the 

“There has been a very dicey 
beginning to the year with many 
candidates keeping their heads 
below the parapet.”

Tom Dixon

Level Salary (average) Bonus (average)

Analyst 1 £ 45k 40%

Analyst 2 £ 50k 50%

Analyst 3 £ 60k 60%

Associate 1 £ 75k 50%

Associate 2 £ 90k 70%

Associate 3 £ 100k 90%

AD/VP £ 100-150k 100%

Director £ 150-250k 150%

Managing Director £ 200-500k 150%

rest of 2016 brings for this market. There 
are rumours about smaller ECM firms 
merging or leaving the market all together 
and this could slow down the demand for 
new recruits.



DEBT CAPITAL MARKETS

Debt Capital Markets – salary and bonus survey results

Level Salary (average) Bonus (average)

Analyst 1 £ 45k 20%

Analyst 2 £ 53k 30%

Analyst 3 £ 65k 50%

Associate 1 £ 75k 60%

Associate 2 £ 90k 70%

Associate 3 £ 110k 90%

AD/VP £ 100-150k 60-100%

Director £ 150-250k 150%

Managing Director £ 200-500k 150%

As in all markets the level of recruitment 
into DCM is varying hugely from bank to 
bank and those with proven skills in the 
sector will have strong opportunities 
available to them.

Our research team has noticed a slow 
start to 2016. Following a busy and 
very active 2015 hopes for the DCM 
market this year are strong. It has 
been impacted by the slow nature 
of the equities markets causing the 
safe haven of the bonds market to 
experience increased activity.

I am finding that a lot of banks are merging their solutions desks with 
DCM businesses so that they become a one stop shop. By doing this 
they can cover all the DCM activities as well as the sales element.”

Chris Winsley—Consultant



PRIVATE EQUITY

“There is a huge appetite from 
candidates looking to move into 
PE from blue chip Investment 
Banks. In terms of sectors Tech 
is doing very well in the US and 
this success and busy market will 
be mirrored in London this year. 
This will mean the demand for 
candidates in tech PE will go up 
this year.”

Salima Izagaren—Associate

Private Equity is proving to be a very 
steady and consistent recruiter. 
Always looking to recruit high calibre 
individuals with blue chip backgrounds 
preferably with an M&A background 
with a large investment bank. With 
increased confidence in the markets 
comes increased investment and 
hence new funds setting up which is 
directly impacting on an increase in 
recruitment in this sector.

Entry points are typically at Junior 
Analyst level or Associate level for those 
without Private Equity experience. 
Excellent academics and professional 
interpersonal skills are essential to 
secure a role on the buy side.

“Candidates can be extremely 
focused on making the career 
move to the buy side. Particularly 
at bulge bracket banks the 
experienced M&A advisors and 
Investment Bankers are reluctant 
to make any move within Sell 
Side.”

Abigail Lauder—Researcher

Level Salary (average) Bonus (average)

Entry Level £ 35k 10%

1-3 years £ 40-60k 20%

3-5 years (associate) £ 65-85k 40%

5+ years (associate) £ 85-90k 50%

Vice Principal £ 110k 60%

Principal £ 150-250k 100+%

Partner £ 300+k 100+%

Rewards are consistently strong and the 
upside returns are substantial. It can also 
offer a less intense, shorter hours and 
less aggressive culture and hence is a 
hugely competitive market to secure an 
opportunity in. You really need to stand 
out from the crowd!



opportunities is not just based on 
impressive production levels but you 
also need to be academic enough to 
analyse and present information in 
these client facing roles. Articulate, 
driven, hungry and intelligent individuals 
are the successful ones when it comes 
to working with these clients.

It is becoming more difficult to source 
opportunities for senior Directors.

New regulations are also affecting 
recruitment and hiring strategies across 
our client base. There is much more of 
a focus on a long term commitment. 
Recruitment into teams is more 
measured and considered – it’s not just 
about having the big hitters on the team 
going into 2016.

FIXED INCOME

Moving into Fixed Income has become 
more difficult but those looking to make 
a parallel move with experience and 
a proven production level are in high 
demand. There have been a number of 
team moves across this sector as one 
financial institution has moved away 
from a sector another has taken on the 
team. Although not hugely active this 
area holds unique opportunities with 
opportunistic and forward thinking 
brokerages.

There is a lot more of a focus on 
qualifications and academics now as 
well. We are noticing that securing 

In terms of high demand product 
areas High Yield is a particularly 
busy market at the moment.

Reward schemes vary hugely 
between brokerages and banks 
with brokerages offering lower 
salaries but much higher up side 
rewards.

“The trend this year across 
Fixed Income has very much 
been the movement of senior 
partners out of the space with 
associates and VPs being given 
a lot more responsibility. Banks 
are investing a lot of time training 
the associates and VPs which is 
encouraging as it means that the 
long term career prospects are 
very promising.” 

Chris Winsley—Senior Consultant



Level Salary (average) Bonus (average)

Entry Level £ 45k 30%

1-3 years £ 50-70k 40%

3-5 years £ 70-100k 50%

5+ years £ 100-200k 60%

Team Leader £ 250k 60%

Director £ 300k 80%

Level Salary (average) Bonus (average)

Entry Level £ 45k 30%

1-3 years £ 50-70k 30%

3-5 years £ 70-100k 80%

5+ years £ 100-200k 100%

Team Leader £ 250-350k 150%

Director £ 500+k 200%

Fixed Income Research – salary and bonus survey results

Fixed Income Sales – salary and bonus survey results



CONTACT INFORMATION

Please do not hesitate to get in touch for any 
clarification on the above commentary and 
analysis. We are also very keen to hear from 
you if we can help you with your job search, 
provide any advice or assist with recruiting 
into your team. All our contact details are on 
our web site:

www.alan-mitchell.co.uk

All senior roles – VP and above:
Philip Seager
020 3440 7660

philip@alan-mitchell.co.uk

M&A Advisory
Bina Channa/
Douglas Stormonth Darling
020 3440 7655

bina.channa@alan-mitchell.co.uk

douglas@alan-mitchell.co.uk

Equity Capital Markets
Tom Dixon
020 3440 7664

tom.dixon@alan-mitchell.co.uk

Our Consultants are specialists in their sectors so please do feel free to contact 
them with any specific queries or for targeted, informed information:

Debt Capital Markets
Chris Winsley
020 3440 7659

chris.winsley@alan-mitchell.co.uk

Private Equity
Salima Izagaren
020 3440 7715

salima.izagaren@alan-mitchell.co.uk

Fixed Income
Chris Winsley
020 3440 7659

chris.winsley@alan-mitchell.co.uk


